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Figure 1: Our physically-based approach for real-time rendering of atmospheric effects uses Mie Theory for computation of light scattering
whereas conventional approaches use approximations which are only valid for Earth’s atmosphere. As a result, we can not only visualize
Earth’s atmosphere but also the thin and dusty atmosphere of Mars which exhibits complex interference effects. As input parameters we use
the particle-size distributions, the refractive indices, and the density distributions of the individual constituents of the atmospheres.

Abstract
Most real-time rendering models for atmospheric effects have been designed and optimized for Earth’s atmosphere. Some au-
thors have proposed approaches for rendering other atmospheres, but these methods still use approximations that are only valid
on Earth. For instance, the iconic blue glow of Martian sunsets can not be represented properly as the complex interference
effects of light scattered at dust particles can not be captured by these approximations. In this paper, we present an approach
for generalizing an existing model to make it capable of rendering extraterrestrial atmospheres. This is done by replacing the
approximations with a physical model based on Mie Theory. We use the particle-size distribution, the particle-density distribu-
tion as well as the wavelength-dependent refractive index of atmospheric particles as input. To demonstrate the feasibility of
this idea, we extend the model by Bruneton et al. [BN08] and implement it into CosmoScout VR, an open-source visualization
of our Solar System. In a first step, we use Mie Theory to precompute the scattering behaviour of a particle mixture. Then,
multi-scattering is simulated, and finally the precomputation results are used for real-time rendering. We demonstrate that this
not only improves the visualization of the Martian atmosphere, but also creates more realistic results for our own atmosphere.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Real-time simulation;

1. Introduction

The intricate colours of the sky have been awe-inspiring for hu-
mans since the dawn of time. For centuries, artists have tried to
capture the beauty of the sky in their paintings and scientists have
tried to understand the underlying physical processes. When the
first images of Martian sunsets were captured by the Viking landers

in 1976, the colours of the Martian sky were a surprise to many. In-
stead of a familiar blue colour, the Martian sky appeared in a muted
brown and the sunsets had a blueish tint (see Figure 2).

The physical processes which cause the colours of Earth’s
sky are complex yet well understood and can be sufficiently ap-
proximated with simple mathematical models. For instance, the
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Figure 2: The sky on Mars looks different from the sky on Earth. The left image shows a view from mount Brocken in Germany photographed
by the author. For Figure 7 we replicated this scene using the technique described in this paper. The right image shows a sunset on Mars
captured by the Spirit Rover in Gusev Crater on Mars. The colour of Earth’s sky is predominantly caused by scattering at small air molecules
while the colour of the Martian sky is primarily caused by scattering at larger dust particles with a complex refractive index.

Rayleigh scattering equations can be used to compute light scat-
tering at air molecules causing a blue sky and orange or red sun-
sets on Earth. Simple parametric functions such as the Henyey-
Greenstein phase function can be employed to compute light scat-
tering at aerosols leading to haze and a subtle white halo around the
Sun. For several decades, such approximations have been used to
simulate the appearance of Earth’s sky using computer programs.

While the colours of the Martian sky are caused by the same
physical principles, some approximations used for Earth’s atmo-
sphere are not applicable to the Martian atmosphere. This is mainly
due to the fact that the Martian atmosphere contains a significant
amount of dust particles which are approximately the same size as
the wavelength of visible light. This causes complex interference
effects which can not be captured with the simple parametric func-
tions commonly used in atmospheric rendering models.

However, physically-based visualizations of extraterrestrial skies
have a wide variety of applications in the fields of science, educa-
tion, and entertainment. Planetary researchers could use such sim-
ulations to predict the composition of an atmosphere or to plan ob-
servations under realistic lighting conditions on distant planets. In-
teractive visualizations could provide students and the public with
engaging tools to explore the intricacies of our Solar System. Such
immersive learning experiences could spark interest in space sci-
ences and foster a deeper appreciation for our place in the Cosmos.
Video games could transport players to more realistic otherworldly
places, or it could be used to enhance the visual effects in movies
and television shows, creating more correct and believable scenes.

In this paper, we show that replacing the commonly used ap-
proximations with Mie Theory not only improves the rendering of
our own atmosphere but also produces better results for the Martian
atmosphere. To demonstrate this, we compare our results with the
state-of-the-art in real-time rendering of the Martian atmosphere.

2. Physical Background and Related Work

First, we summarize mathematical models for the complex interac-
tions between light and atmospheric particles. While this summary
should be sufficient to follow the remainder of the paper, much
more information can be found in related text books [Hul57,BH08].
Then, we will show how these models have been used to simulate
the appearance of the atmosphere of Earth and Mars.

When light travels through an atmosphere, it is scattered or ab-
sorbed by small particles and hence attenuated before it reaches
an observer. The amount of scattering and absorption by a given
particle is measured with its cross-sections Csca and Cabs respec-
tively. Their unit is m2, and they define the effective “target area”
which incident light can “hit”. When added, they define the amount
of light extinction by an individual particle: Cext = Csca +Cabs.
For a given volume V containing N independent particles, the
scattering, absorption, and extinction coefficients βsca, βabs, and
βext = βsca +βabs with the unit m−1 are defined as:

βsca =
∑

N
i=1 Ci,sca

V
βabs =

∑
N
i=1 Ci,abs

V
βext =

∑
N
i=1 Ci,ext

V
(1)

The independence of the individual particles is very important as
it allows deriving the scattering behaviour of a collection of par-
ticles by studying a single particle. As described by van de Hulst,
inhomogeneities in air (even water drops during dense fog) are suf-
ficiently spaced to ensure independent scattering [Hul57, p. 4f].
These coefficients can be used to compute the attenuated irradiance
I when light traveled a distance l through a medium by applying
Beer’s Law: I(l) = I0e−βext l .

Besides these extinction coefficients, the phase function P(θ,ϕ)
is required to model a scattering event. It yields the probability of
light being scattered into a specific direction (θ,ϕ). The phase func-
tion is defined so that the integral over all directions is one.

2.1. Mie Theory

In 1908, Gustav Mie published a set of equations which can be used
to compute the phase function and the extinction cross-sections for
spherical particles. He applied Maxwell’s equations to fully com-
pute the electromagnetic field caused by light interacting with a
homogenous spherical particle [Mie08]. For spherical particles, the
phase function does not require two but only one scattering angle θ

thanks to the rotational symmetry of spheres. The only other input
parameters are the particle’s complex refractive index n, and the
so-called “size parameter” x = 2πrλ

−1 which relates the particle
radius r to the wavelength of the incident light λ. The imaginary
part of n describes the amount of light which is absorbed by the
material. For Figure 3, these equations were used to compute the
phase function of a small drop of water and the phase function of a
mixture of water drops of various sizes.
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2.2. Approximations of Mie Theory

The equations developed by Gustav Mie can not be expressed
in closed analytical form since they contain an infinite series of
Legendre polynomials and spherical Bessel functions. However, if
n− 1 or x converge to zero or infinity, the complex Mie equations
can be replaced by approximations, which are usually used in the
field of computer graphics.

Very Small Particles: Rayleigh Scattering

In 1871, John William Strutt (also known as Lord Rayleigh) pub-
lished formulas which can be used to compute the phase function
and amount of light scattered by particles which are small when
compared to the incident wavelength [Str71]. In this case, the parti-
cles start to oscillate with the frequency of the incident light which
causes light to be emitted at the same wavelength in nearly all di-
rections in equal amounts and also approximately in phase. Thus, it
does not give rise to complex interference patterns. As gas particles
are not spherical in practice, a so-called depolarization factor δ is
often used [Buc95]. Here, n is the real refractive index of the gas
and N the number of molecules per unit volume:

Pgas(θ) =
3

16π

1+3γ+(1− γ)cos2
θ

1+2γ
with γ =

δ

2−δ
(2)

Cscagas =
24π

3

N2λ4

(
n2 −1
n2 +2

)2
6+3δ

6−7δ
(3)

The intensity of the scattered light is proportional to 1
λ4 . This means

that smaller wavelengths are scattered much more effectively than
longer wavelengths, which is the primary reason for the blue sky
and red sunsets on Earth.

These equations can be used for a non-absorbing medium and for
wavelengths which are much larger than the size of the individual
molecules. As such, they are suitable for computing the scattering
behaviour of molecules in the visible spectrum. However, they can
not be used for dust particles of the Martian atmosphere.

Large and Optically Soft Particles: Anomalous Diffraction

H. C. van de Hulst proposed an approach for computing the amount
of forward-scattering by large and optically soft (n ≈ 1) spheres
[Hul57, p. 179]. Since the particle’s index of refraction is required
to be close to one, the light will only marginally deviate from a
straight path. However, as the particle is large, there will be a sig-
nificant phase difference between light which travelled through the
particle and light diffracted around the particle. The resulting inter-
ference effects are modelled by this approximation.

Costa et al. used this approximation to compute the extinction
of light passing through a dust particle in the Martian atmosphere
[CBE∗21]. This approach may seem questionable at first as most
of the particles are relatively small and have a relatively large re-
fractive index of around 1.5 [ECM14]. Thus, we compared their
results for Cext with the values from Mie Theory, and the results are
indeed very similar at least for dust particles with a radius of more
than 0.1 µm. However, we will see that the Martian dust contains a
significant amount of smaller particles as well.
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Figure 3: A phase function describes how likely light is scattered
into a given direction during a scattering event. The complex grey
line shows the phase function of a rain drop when lit by depolarized
red light (650 nm). The valley between 130° and 140° separates the
primary rainbow on its right from the secondary rainbow on its left.
The numerous wiggles in this curve are caused by the complex in-
terference pattern of the scattered wave. The wiggles are smoothed
when not a single particle but a mixture containing a wide variety
of particle sizes is simulated (dark grey line). In computer graph-
ics, these functions are often approximated with parametric phase
functions, some of which are also shown in this graph.

Large Particles: Parametric Phase Functions

A fundamentally different approach in modelling light scattering in
an atmosphere is to use phase functions and extinction coefficients
fitted to measurements. In 1941, L. Henyey and J. Greenstein pub-
lished a phase function with just one parameter g controlling the
amount of forward scattering [HG41].

PHG(θ,g) =
1

4π

1−g2

(1+g2 −2gcosθ)
3
2

(4)

The major drawback of this one-parameter Henyey-Greenstein
Phase Function is the lack of a backward-scattering lobe which
would be required to capture effects such as glories. To enable this,
a three-parameter variant has been proposed [Kat75]. It features
a forward-scattering lobe as well as a back-scattering lobe (con-
trolled with the g1 and g2 parameters respectively). The symmetry
between the two is controlled with the α parameter.

PDHG(θ,g1,g2,α) = αPHG(θ,g1)+(1−α)PHG(θ,−g2) (5)

This three-parameter Henyey-Greenstein phase function is said
to model Martian dust quite well [CCPHSL19], and it has been
used by Costa et al. to perform real-time rendering of the Mar-
tian atmosphere [CBE∗21]. In Section 3.2, we will compare their
parametrization with the results from Mie Theory for Martian dust.

Another parametric phase function, which is used frequently in
computer graphics, is the “physically reasonable” phase function
proposed by Cornette et al. [CS92]. This is controlled by one pa-
rameter only, however it features a more intense back-scattering
than the standard Henyey-Greenstein phase function. Furthermore,
it converges to the Rayleigh phase function for small values of g.

© 2024 The Authors.
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This phase function is used in many approaches for real-time ren-
dering of Earth’s atmosphere [NSTN93, BN08, EK10, Hil20].

PCornette(θ,g) =
3
2

1−g2

2+g2
1+ cos2

θ

(1+g2 −2gcosθ)
3
2

(6)

The advantage of using parametric phase functions is that they
can be used to approximate the scattering behaviour of a large
variety of particles shapes where standard Mie Theory is limited
to spherical particles only. On the other hand, the parameters of
these phase functions are not directly related to physical proper-
ties of the particles and therefore need to be fitted to match mea-
sured data. Also, large particles usually exhibit a strong forward-
scattering peak which can not be captured by any of the aforemen-
tioned parametric phase functions. As we will see, this is especially
a problem for Martian dust which features a very pronounced for-
ward scattering. Figure 3 shows some instances of these commonly
used parametric phase functions.

2.3. The Atmosphere of Earth

Air consists of a mixture of gases, such as nitrogen (78%) and oxy-
gen (21%) as well as a small amount of aerosols like water droplets
or dust particles. The refractive index of the gas mixture varies with
wavelength, temperature, and pressure [Pen57]. The distribution of
the aerosols is not uniform and depends on the weather conditions.

Earth’s Atmosphere in Computer Graphics. A great survey of
existing approaches on real-time rendering of Earth’s atmosphere
has been published by Bruneton et al. in 2016 [Bru16]. In the
field of computer graphics, the atmosphere of Earth is traditionally
modelled by two constituents: very small air molecules and larger
aerosol particles [NSTN93]. Both constituents are modelled with
individual phase functions, extinction coefficients, and density dis-
tributions. Later approaches also include absorbing gases such as
ozone as this has a significant impact on the appearance of the sky
especially during sunsets and sunrises [HMS05, Hil20, CBE∗21].

For small molecules, Rayleigh scattering is used in nearly all pre-
vious works to compute the wavelength-dependent scattering be-
haviour. The density of the molecules is modelled quite differently;
some authors use a set of nested shells of constant density (such
as [NSTN93, NDN96, HMS05]), others use a single shell with a
hydrostatic density distribution ρ(h) ∝ e

h
H with H being the scale

height [BN08, EK10, Hil20, CBE∗21].

To approximate the scattering phase function of larger aerosols,
all authors use parametric phase functions. The extinction coeffi-
cient βext = βsca +βabs of aerosols is considered to be independent
of wavelength and is usually set to a constant value. An exception is
the work by Costa et al. who compute the extinction coefficient βext
using the Anomalous Diffraction Approximation, and the scattering
coefficient βsca using an approximation based on the atmospheric
turbidity [CBE∗21]. However, using two unrelated approximations
for two related physical properties seems a bit fragile as subtle
changes in the parametrization lead to unphysical behaviour such
as negative absorption values. Similar to molecules, the density of
aerosols is usually modelled with an exponential falloff. However,
recent works have emphasized that using more realistic density dis-
tributions can significantly improve the results [WVBR∗21].

Overall, this modelling of the constituents of an atmosphere can
be considered to be the state-of-the art in the field of computer
graphics. While newer rendering models such as the widely used
Hillaire model can nowadays approximate realistic multiple scatter-
ing in real-time without any preprocessing [Hil20], the underlying
parametrization and modelling of the constituents has not changed
much over the years.

Eric Bruneton concludes his comparison of previous approaches
with the statement “[. . . ] that accuracy can still be improved, and
that the most promising way to achieve this is to model aerosols
more precisely (as opposed to, for instance, simulating more wave-
lengths, or taking polarization into account)” [Bru16]. Simulating
aerosols with Mie Theory seems to be a promising approach to
achieve this goal. While Mie Theory has been applied in computer
graphics for instance for the simulation of clouds [REK∗04] or for
the simulation of rainbows [SML∗12], it has not been used for a
more precise simulation of dust-like aerosols.

2.4. The Atmosphere of Mars

The Martian atmosphere consists primarily of carbon dioxide
(95%) and nitrogen (3%). It is about eighty times less dense when
compared to Earth’s atmosphere [ECM14]. Hence, scattering by
gas molecules is much less pronounced than on Earth.

Instead, the appearance of the Martian atmosphere is domi-
nated by dust particles. The light scattering behaviour and the
distribution of the atmospheric dust on Mars has been studied
extensively. Phase functions derived from camera images taken
by rovers show an intense forward-scattering peak and a subtle
back-scattering lobe [TDL∗99, CCPHSL19]. The scattering be-
haviour has also been studied by analysing orbiter data [WSC∗09],
and by analysing Martian dust analogue samples in the labora-
tory [MECM17]. Observations by rovers were used to derive mean
particle radii of about re f f = 1.6µm [TDL∗99] or re f f = 1.5µm
[LWS∗04]. Additional observations by orbiters and results from
models suggest even lower radii especially for dust at higher alti-
tudes [FMR∗14,SRM∗18,dOA∗22]. These radii are approximately
in the order of magnitude of the wavelength of visible light giving
rise to complex interference patterns.
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Figure 4: Hematite has a refractive index which strongly varies
with wavelength. The imaginary part shows that it absorbs blue
light much more effectively than red light (left graph). According to
Ehlers et al., a mixture of feldspar with 3% hematite is a good ap-
proximation for the refractive index of Martian dust (right graph).
We followed their work and computed the refractive index of the
mixture by applying the Maxwell-Garnett Mixing Rule [ECM14].
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Figure 5: We use the particle size distribution, the refractive indices of the particles and the particle-density distribution as input. These
are used in a first preprocessing step to compute tabulated phase functions, density distributions, and scattering and absorption coefficients
for each constituent. Next, multiple scattering is precomputed using the iterative approach by Eric Bruneton [BN08] and stored in lookup
textures. During rendering, the precomputed data is used to retrieve the colour of the sky using a few texture lookups only.

Due to the low gravity and the occasional planet-encircling dust
storms, especially small particles can rise up to very high alti-
tudes. The vertical distribution of dust in the atmosphere is complex
and varies strongly with location, weather, and season [HRK∗11].
However, it can be assumed that the density ρ is roughly propor-
tional to a double-exponential falloff model [Con75]

ρ(h)∝ e1−e
h
H
, (7)

where h is the altitude and H is a scale height. This is different from
Earth’s atmosphere where the density is usually modelled with a
single-exponential falloff model.

Dust particles consist primarily of silicates such as feldspar or
zeolite containing small percentages of iron oxides such as mag-
netite (Fe3O4) or hematite (α−Fe2O3) providing the characteristic
red colour [CML∗01, BSG∗16]. Especially fine-grained hematite
scatters long wavelengths more effectively than short ones. How-
ever, the scattering intensity not only varies with wavelength, but
also with the scattering angle. Hematite has a refractive index
which causes a strong absorption of blue light (see Figure 4). The
strong absorption of blue light causes a reduced destructive inter-
ference of the blue light transmitted through the particle and blue
light diffracted around the particle. Hence, an absorption of blue
light actually causes an increase in the amount of blue light scat-
tered into the forward direction. This is one of the reasons which
lead to a blue halo around the Sun on Mars [ECM14].

With Mie Theory, we can compute phase functions and extinc-
tion coefficients which model this behaviour exactly. It has been
shown that even for Martian dust, in which particles are known
to be non-spherical, the assumption of spherical particles produces
very good results [ECM14]. We will present our simplified model
of the Martian dust which simulates all these effects in Section 3.2.

The Martian Atmosphere in Computer Graphics. To the best of
our knowledge, the only extraterrestrial atmosphere which has been
targeted in the research on real-time rendering is in fact the Martian
atmosphere. One of the first approaches was published by Colli-
enne et al. [CWGK13]. They used the Bruneton model [BN08] and
tweaked its Rayleigh scattering coefficients to visually match pho-
tographs taken by Martian rovers. The results show an atmosphere
with plausible colours during daytime, however the characteristic
blue glow around the Sun during sunrise or sunset is not captured
well. Instead, the model by Collienne et al. rather features a bluish
glow at the horizon for low Sun elevation angles (see Figure 10).

In 2021, Costa et al. presented an alternative approach, also
building upon the work of Eric Bruneton [CBE∗21]. They incor-
porated the subtle but existent Rayleigh scattering of molecules in
the Martian atmosphere. Furthermore, they replaced the Cornette-
Shanks phase function originally used by Eric Bruneton, with a
Double Henyey-Greenstein phase function (DHG) following the
research by Chen et al. [CCPHSL19]. Chen et al. argued that
the DHG fits the scattering behaviour of Martian dust quite well.
However, they fitted the DHG parameters to match the sky radi-
ance as observed by the (monochrome) engineering cameras of
NASA’s Curiosity Rover. The required wavelength-dependent pa-
rameters for the DHG were retrieved by “experimental findings” by
Costa et al. While this produces more realistic images than the ap-
proach by Collienne et al., the resulting images are still quite differ-
ent when compared to photographs. Especially the strong forward
scattering peak of the dust, which causes a small but bright halo
around the Sun, is not captured by the DHG. Instead, the model
produces a very large and soft glow around the Sun (see Figure 10).

3. Atmospheric Rendering using Mie Theory

The key idea of our approach is to precompute the phase function,
scattering coefficients, and absorption coefficients using Mie The-
ory (see Figure 5). While the equations of Mie Theory are too com-
plex to be used in real-time rendering, it is possible to evaluate them
offline and store the results in lookup tables.

Our atmosphere renderer is implemented into CosmoScout VR
[SZGG22], an open source 3D virtual solar system which is based
on NASA’s SPICE toolkit [Act96]. The source code of Cos-
moScout VR including the atmosphere renderer and Mie prepro-
cessor is available online [SFG24]. The software allows us to re-
enact lighting conditions for any given date and location on Earth,
Mars, or any other planet or moon. This is important for evaluating
the results of our approach.

We chose to base our renderer on the implementation by Eric
Bruneton [Bru16]. The primary reason for this decision was to
streamline the comparison of our results to previous works regard-
ing the Martian atmosphere. This allows us to compare all three
models in a uniform environment. However, it is important to note
that our approach of precomputing the scattering behaviour with
Mie Theory is not bound to this renderer. Integrating this additional
preprocessing step into other systems, such as the newer Hillaire
model [Hil20], is a promising task for future works.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 6: To simulate haze on Earth, we used the bimodal log-
normal size distribution shown on the left (µ1 = −2.5, σ1 = 0.6,
µ2 = 0.2, σ2 = 0.6, and a mode ratio of γ= 1000) and a slightly ab-
sorbing refractive index of n = 1.4+0.015i. The right graph shows
the resulting phase function for red light (650nm). The graph also
shows the Cornette-Shanks phase function with g = 0.76 used by
Bruneton et al. [BN08], as well as a haze phase function retrieved
from AERONET data [HES∗98].

3.1. Extending the Bruneton Model

Similar to many other authors, Eric Bruneton models Earth’s atmo-
sphere with three constituents: air molecules, aerosol particles, and
ozone. Light scattering at air molecules is computed using Rayleigh
scattering, aerosols use a wavelength-independent Cornette-Shanks
phase function and βsca and βabs for aerosols are computed with
Ångström’s turbidity formula. Ozone uses measured absorption co-
efficients. In Bruneton’s implementation, the multiple scattering is
precomputed iteratively for batches of three wavelengths at a time.
The resulting spectral radiance is converted to spectral luminance
and accumulated as sRGB values. Finally, the multiple-scattering
plus molecule single-scattering and the aerosol single-scattering are
stored in two 4D lookup tables.

Our only significant change to Bruneton’s 2016 implementation
is that the phase functions and density distributions are now sam-
pled from image textures. For each preprocessing batch and at run-
time, we upload a floating-point texture containing the phase func-
tions for molecules and aerosols at three wavelengths to the GPU.
Similarly, the density distribution is uploaded for the preprocessing
as a floating-point texture containing the density values as a func-
tion of altitude for all three constituents. Both textures are sam-
pled using linear interpolation. The scattering and absorption coef-
ficients for the current batch of wavelengths are directly injected as
constant three-component vectors into the shader code.

Similar to [EK10], we chose to sample the visible spectrum at
15 different wavelengths in order to achieve more realistic results
than what would be possible with RGB-only rendering. However,
we also follow [BN08, EK10] and defer the evaluation of P(θ) for
molecules and aerosols to the final fragment shader for increased
angular precision. For the Martian dust, this function is actually
wavelength-dependent, so this part of the algorithm does not act on
15 but only on three wavelengths. However, we found that using
multiple wavelengths improved the image quality nonetheless.

To avoid artefacts for the Martian atmosphere, we had to increase
the resolution of the precomputed scattering textures. We signif-
icantly increased the resolution of the transmittance texture from

Figure 7: These screenshots show weather conditions generated
by different parametrizations of the aerosols. Particles with about
0.1 mm radius and the refractive index of water result in beautiful
rainbows. The right image shows a dense layer of haze close to
the ground. To simulate this, we used a custom density distribution
with a constant density up to an altitude of 700 m followed by a
quick exponential falloff. A photograph of a similar situation can
be seen in Figure 2.

256x64 to 1024x512 as this change has a low impact on the prepro-
cessing time but improves rendering of the atmosphere close to the
horizon if there are high frequencies in the particle-density distri-
bution. We also increased the original uv dimension of the scatter-
ing texture from 8 to 64 to avoid circular banding around the Sun
which occurred for phase functions with an extremely pronounced
forward scattering. At the same time, we reduced ur from 32 to 16
and did not observe any negative effects.

3.2. Precomputing the Particle Scattering Behaviour

As explained above, we introduce an additional preprocessing step
which produces tabulated values for P(θ), βsca, βabs, and ρ(h) for
every constituent of the atmosphere. P(θ), βsca, and βabs can be
computed using Mie Theory or by using any of the aforementioned
approximations. ρ(h) is sampled at evenly spaced altitudes. The
resolution of the resulting lookup tables is configurable, but we
found that an angular resolution of θsteps = 1024 for the phase
functions is sufficient to represent even the complex phase func-
tions required for rainbows. Also, the particle density is sampled at
hsteps = 1024 different altitudes. The phase functions and the scat-
tering coefficients βsca and βabs are precomputed for a configurable
number of wavelengths between 360nm and 830nm. For the fig-
ures of this paper, we followed [EK10] and used 15 evenly spaced
wavelengths. Next, we describe which values were chosen as input
for the different atmospheres.

Parametrization of Earth’s Atmosphere

In order to visualize the atmosphere of Earth with this generalized
model, we need P(θ), βsca, βabs, and ρ(h) for the three constituents:
air molecules, aerosols, and ozone. For ozone, we use the same ab-
sorption coefficients and tent-shaped altitude distribution as Brune-
ton et al. [Bru16]. While it would be possible to use Mie Theory
for air molecules, the results would be almost identical to the re-
sults from Equation 2 and Equation 3, so we can rather use these
much simpler equations during the preprocessing. For Figure 1 and
Figure 7, we used the same molecule parameters as [CBE∗21]:
δ = 0.0279, N = 2.68731×1025 m−3, and n from [Pen57].
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Figure 8: Left: To simulate Martian dust, we used a bimodal
log-normal distribution with the parameters re f f ,small = 0.04µm,
ve f f ,small = 0.1, re f f ,large = 1.4µm, ve f f ,large = 0.35, and a mode
ratio of γ = 1000. The gamma distribution proposed by Ehlers et al.
has a slightly larger effective radius. The consequences on the re-
sulting phase function can be seen in Figure 9. Right: We chose a
vertical dust distribution composed of more dense low-altitude dust
and thinner high-altitude dust (see also Table 1).

However, we can use Mie Theory to simulate a variety of
aerosols in Earth’s atmosphere. Their vertical distribution and com-
position varies strongly with location, weather, and season. A sig-
nificant advantage of our approach is that we can use or mimic mea-
sured particle data as input. For Earth’s atmosphere, the Aerosol
Robotic Network (AERONET) provides such data for many sites
on Earth [HES∗98]. As a representative example, we use the bi-
modal log-normal distribution shown in Figure 6. The resulting
phase function is in very good agreement with AERONET data.
It especially features a stronger forward-scattering peak which the
Cornette-Shanks phase function is lacking. The density distribu-
tion of the aerosols can be specified to recreate various weather
conditions. For Figure 1, we followed the related work and used
an exponentially decreasing density with a scale height of 1200m.
However, using OPAC profiles similar to the work of Wilkie et al.
would be possible as well and could further improve the realism
[WVBR∗21]. With our generalized approach, it would also be pos-
sible to simulate other types of particles such as rain, volcanic ash,
or smoke. Even if such weather conditions always affect the entire
planet in our model, it would be possible to blend between different
parametrizations based on the viewer’s position or the simulation
time. Two example images are shown in Figure 7.

Parametrization of the Martian Atmosphere

For scattering at molecules of the Martian atmosphere, we opted for
a similar approach to Costa et al., computing the refractive index
and molecular number density from the average temperature, pres-
sure, and gas composition of the Martian atmosphere [CBE∗21].
The resulting parameters are given in Table 1.

For modelling the dust of the Martian atmosphere, we need to
specify its refractive index, its particle size distribution, and its den-
sity distribution. As described in Section 2.4, the refractive index
of Martian dust is complex and varies strongly with wavelength.
In particular, absorbs blue light which results in an overall reddish
appearance. We follow the work of Ehlers et al. and simulate a
mixture of feldspar with 3% hematite [ECM14]. Figure 4 shows
the refractive index of hematite as well as the refractive index of
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Figure 9: Left: The simulated Martian dust using a bimodal log-
normal distribution scatters light more effectively into directions
θ > 90◦ than the dust simulated by Ehlers et al. The graph also
shows phase functions obtained from in-situ measurements on
Mars. All phase functions in the left chart are for blue light. Right:
Comparison of the phase function of our simulated Martian dust
with the DHG phase function used by Costa et al. for red (680 nm),
green (550 nm), and blue (440 nm) light (see also Table 1).

the mixture of feldspar and hematite. In Section 4, we will analyse
the impact of hematite on the colour of the Martian sky.

For the particle size distribution, Ehlers et al. used a modified
gamma distribution. However, there is evidence that Martian dust
follows a bimodal log-normal distribution similar to aerosol parti-
cles on Earth [FMR∗14]. We base our parametrization on the work
by Shaposhnikov et al. [SRM∗18]. In their work, both the effective
radius of the large particles re f f ,small and the mode ratio γ depends
on the altitude. As we can not model this dependency with our ap-
proach, we use the fixed values shown in Figure 8. However, these
values can be adapted in order to simulate different weather condi-
tions. An exhaustive analysis of the effect of different particle-size
distribution on the final appearance of the atmosphere is an inter-
esting task for future works.

As can be seen in Figure 9, the resulting phase function is in
good agreement with the phase function retrieved from measure-
ments by Tomasko et al. [TDL∗99] or Wolff et al. [WTG∗10] for
scattering angles up to about 90°. For larger angles, the values are
lower than the measurements and beyond 150°, there is a strong
back-scattering lobe. This over-estimated back-scattering lobe is a
well-known issue when approximating the scattering behaviour of
non-spherical particles with spherical particles [MTKW97]. It can
also be seen that hematite causes red light to be scattered more ef-
fectively into all directions except for the forward direction. Here,
blue light dominates. Especially in the forward-scattering region,
the resulting phase function is much closer to the measurements
than the DHG phase function used by Costa et al.

The dust-particle density is the most uncertain parameter. There
have been periods of planet-encircling dust storms as well as peri-
ods of very low dust density. Hence, the density distribution should
be adapted to simulate different weather conditions. For this paper,
we chose a vertical dust distribution composed of more dense low-
altitude dust and a thinner high-altitude dust (see Figure 8). The
overall shape of the density profile follows measurements and mod-
els [dOA∗22]. We added the low-altitude dust component to mimic
the conditions seen in the picture captured by the Spirit rover shown
in Figure 2, which shows a dense layer of dust close to the ground.
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This function is shown in Figure 8.
[1] from [CWGK13] [2] from P. Collienne’s source code [3] from [Col13] [4] from [CBE∗21] [5] from [CBE∗21], however we adapted n to the average surface pressure and temperature on Mars
[6] from J. Costa’s source code as the values provided in [CBE∗21] result in very green sunsets [7] computed using the turbidity-based formula from [CBE∗21], however we had to choose a very
low turbidity value of T = 1.01, else βabs would be negative for the κ = [0.013,0.006,0.001] from their source code (the κ values from their paper result in a purple atmosphere) [8] computed with
βabs = βext − βsca with βext from the Anomalous Diffraction Approximation, however we used N = 2× 106 m−3 from their source code as the value provided in the paper is implausibly large.

Table 1: This table shows our parametrization as well as the values which we used to reproduce previous works. Wherever three values are
given in brackets, they correspond to the wavelengths [440nm,550nm,680nm] respectively.

4. Results

Since our approach, the model by Costa et al., and the model by
Collienne et al. are all based on the work by Eric Bruneton, we
can implement all of them in the same system. Our renderer simply
takes a different set of lookup-tables as input.

We believe that our parametrization of the model by Colli-
enne et al. is quite accurate, most likely more accurate than the
parametrization by Costa et al., whose images are lacking the in-
tense blue glow at the horizon which should be a key feature of
the model by Collienne et al. [CWGK13]. Our implementation of
this approach generates images which are very similar to the fig-
ures shown in their paper (see Figure 10). Reimplementing the
model by Costa et al. was more challenging as their paper con-
tains some erroneous numbers. Most notably, the scattering coef-
ficients for molecules are off by at least a factor of 1000, and the
index of refraction for CO2 has not been adapted for the lower pres-
sure and temperature on Mars. Also, the extreme number density of
2.8× 1035 particles/m3 for the dust particles is not plausible. We
ended up using some parameters from their source code and guess-
ing some others (see Table 1). Consequently, our implementation
yields some differences when compared to the images presented in
the paper by Costa et al. (see Figure 10).

The precomputation of the phase functions, density distributions,
and scattering coefficients is implemented in C++ using the code
published by Bohren et al. [BH08]. The precomputation time scales
linearly with the amount of precomputed wavelengths and the num-
ber of radius samples used for the particle mixtures. Also, larger
particles are slower to compute with Mie Theory. The precompu-
tation typically requires a couple of seconds for our Martian dust
model and a couple of minutes for simulating the complex phase
functions of a rainbow.

As all the scattering is precomputed, the rendering performance
is independent of the type of involved particles. It is very simi-
lar to the performance reported by Bruneton et al. as there are no
fundamental changes in the rendering logic [BN08]. At run-time,
only a few texture lookups are required to retrieve the colour of the
sky. Therefore, we will not evaluate the performance in detail in
this paper. Furthermore, while our generalized approach features a
slightly improved phase function for haze on Earth and can simu-
late a wide variety of different aerosols, the clear-sky scenario still
looks very similar to the renderings by Bruneton et al. Hence, we
will rather focus on the evaluation of the Martian atmosphere.

Luminance

First, we compared the luminance of our simulated Martian sky
to measured data. Markiewicz et al. measured the radiance of the
Martian sky using the Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP) cam-
era [MSK∗99]. They took a series of images, spanning from the
northern horizon over the zenith to the southern horizon. In order
to prevent damage to the sensor, they avoided imaging the Sun di-
rectly. Judging from the data, the Sun was at an elevation angle of
about 75°, and their sampling came as close as about 6° to the Sun.

To replicate this setup, we set the Sun elevation angle to 75°, ren-
dered a full sky dome and sampled this dome with a straight line
from the northern horizon over the zenith to the southern horizon,
passing the Sun at an angle of 6°. Figure 11 shows the resulting
intensity distribution of our renderer and previous approaches com-
pared to the data from Markiewicz et al. We have normalized the
graphs to the same total intensity as we are actually comparing dif-
ferent units here: Markiewicz et al. measured spectral radiance, and
we plot the blue-luminance from the tristimulus sRGB space. It can
be seen, that our approach reproduces the sharp forward-scattering
peak of the Martian dust much better than the previous works.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Photograph by Curiosity Costa et al. Collienne et al.
as implemented by Costa et al.

Our Approach Costa et al.
as implemented by us

Collienne et al.
as implemented by us

Photograph by Spirit Collienne et al.
as implemented by us

Costa et al.
as implemented by us

Our Approach

Figure 10: Comparison for the different rendering approaches to photographs taken by the Martian rovers Curiosity and Spirit. There are
significant differences between the approaches and between the implementations. The blue halo around the Sun is very wide in the model of
Costa et al. (it is so wide that it is not captured in these images — see Figure 13 for a full-sky rendering) and the approach by Collienne et al.
rather features a blue glow at the horizon than around the Sun. The two images by Costa et al. are directly taken from their paper [CBE∗21].

Chromaticity

Judging the colour accuracy of a rendering of the Martian sky by
looking at photographs is a fragile approach. Usually, a complex
processing pipeline is required to turn the raw data into something
which corresponds to what a human would perceive on Mars. Also,
photographs are often “enhanced” to make the colours more vivid.

Hence, we decided to compare physical chromaticity values of
our renderings to measurements. The Mars Exploration Rovers
Spirit and Opportunity took chromaticity measurements as part of
a sky and horizon survey during their first year on Mars [BISW06].
The data was acquired by the panoramic cameras on top of the
rovers. These cameras had been calibrated when they were fitted
to the rovers. With this calibration data, it is possible to convert the
images to actual physical units. During the campaigns, the cameras
captured different portions of the sky and the horizon. The average
chromaticity values of these images are shown in Figure 12.

For the comparison, the average sky chromaticity values of the
presented models were evaluated at Sun elevation angles 0°, 45°,
and 90°. On average, the colours produced by all three models
are close to the measured data. However, Figure 13 shows that the
colour distribution across the sky varies a lot. While the model by
Collienne et al. produces a blue glow only at the horizon, the model
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Figure 11: This graph compares the intensity of the rendered Mar-
tian sky to real data. The sharp forward-scattering peak of the sim-
ulated Martian dust is in good agreement with the data. The graphs
have been normalized to the same total intensity. The Pathfinder
data has been retrieved from the 443 nm graph of Figure 1 from
[MSK∗99]. Missing data points have been interpolated.

by Costa et al. generates more saturated colours and a large blue
glow around the Sun which also results in a fair bit of green. Our
results are slightly less saturated than the measured data, but this
could be due to the fact that the measurements did not include the
Sun itself. We averaged the whole sky dome, including the Sun,
which adds a bit of blue to the resulting chromaticity values.

With our physically-based model, it is possible to analyse the
effect of the physical properties of the dust particles on the ap-
pearance of the Martian sky. To demonstrate this, we varied the
amount of hematite in the simulated Martian dust. The right chart
of Figure 12 shows that the amount of hematite has a significant
impact on the chromaticity values. Without hematite, the Martian
sky would be grey and not red. Increasing the amount of hematite
beyond 6% causes the sky to become unrealistically red.

With our approach, blue light dominates in a small region around
the Sun (see Figure 13). The extent of this blue region seems to
vary in reality. There are images available which show nearly no
blue light around the Sun and other images which show a very
strong blue glow (such as the images shown in Figure 10). Differ-
ent amounts of hematite can not explain this variation. Exploring
which physical properties lead to a variation of the extent of the
blue glow is an interesting topic for future work.
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Figure 12: This graph compares the average chromaticity values of
rendered images from Figure 13 to real data. The coloured dots rep-
resent measurements taken by the Opportunity Sky Survey (green),
Opportunity Horizon Survey (red), Spirit Sky Survey (blue), and
Spirit Horizon Survey (orange). The amount of hematite in the sim-
ulated dust has a significant impact on the chromaticity values.
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Figure 13: The images compare our Martian sky to prior ap-
proaches. There are differences both in luminance and in chro-
maticity. For displaying the renderings here, a simple tone-mapping
is used: the luminance values of all renderings have been multiplied
with a constant (0.00005) and raised to the power of 1/2.2.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that using Mie Theory for precomput-
ing the scattering behaviour of the constituents of an atmosphere is
a viable approach for real-time rendering. We based our implemen-
tation on the open-source framework by Eric Bruneton [Bru16],
however it should be possible to transfer our idea to other atmo-
sphere renderers as well. In our approach, each constituent of an
atmosphere is modelled with a wavelength-dependent phase func-
tion, wavelength-dependent scattering and absorption coefficients,
and a density distribution. These parameters can either be derived
from measurements or computed using physical models such as
Mie Theory. As we have seen, this enables simulating a wide va-
riety of (global) weather conditions on Earth and Mars. Especially
for the latter, conventional parametric phase functions such as the
Henyey-Greenstein phase function are not sufficient.

Even if our results are promising and produce images which
are in better agreement with measured data than previous works,
there is room for improvements. One issue is the over-estimated
back-scattering of Martian dust. Results by Wolff et al. suggest that
using randomly oriented cylinders may provide a better approxi-
mation for Martian dust than using spherical particles [WSC∗09].
Analysing more data from Mars and identifying parameters in our
model which could explain the observed colours or luminance val-
ues is also a promising approach for more realism. With enough
data, we could also attempt to visualize the Martian atmosphere di-
rectly using measured phase functions and extinction coefficients.

As already shown by Hillaire, the Bruneton model produces arte-
facts when simulating very thick atmospheres [Hil20]. While this is
usually not a problem for Earth and Mars, it may become a problem
when we simulate the atmosphere of other planets or moons such
as Venus or Titan. Under certain circumstances, we already expe-
rienced artefacts when rendering the Martian sky. For instance, the
weird shape of the luminance curve in Figure 11 between 60° and
90° is caused by a circular artefact around the zenith which is only
present for certain Sun elevation angles and with relatively thick at-
mospheres. Using the Hillaire model instead of the Bruneton model
could solve this issue but would not be an ideal solution for Cos-

moScout VR, as this software predominantly renders views from
space which the Hillaire model is not really optimized for. Never-
theless, integrating Mie Theory into the Hillaire model is a promis-
ing future task and could be of benefit for many applications. It
will be interesting to see whether using an isotropic phase function
for higher scattering orders is a viable approximation for Martian
dust which features a wavelength-dependent and much more pro-
nounced forward-scattering than aerosols on Earth.

For CosmoScout VR, we could also modify the Bruneton model
to use path tracing for the primary rays and only use the lookup
tables for secondary rays. This would not only reduce artefacts for
dense atmospheres, but would also allow for bending of light rays
due to refraction, which is simply ignored by most renderers. We
will also investigate how we could provide some artistic control, as
the extremely pronounced forward-scattering of the Martian dust
results in a very high dynamic range of the sky brightness. While
this seems to be realistic, it can result in over-exposed renderings.

Overall, the presented approach has significantly enhanced the
realism of CosmoScout VR. We often present the virtual solar sys-
tem to pupils, students, and other visitors. The appearance of the
Martian sky is always an inspiring starter for discussions, and we
can now confidently say that the Martian sky is rendered with the
same physically-based model as the sky of Earth.
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